
Group Shared Writing:
Predictable Chart Activity Directions

ü Choose one of these sentence starters:
ü I put in a _______.
ü I like ________.
ü I see the ________.

ü Prepare choices for students based on their expressive language level.  This 
could be one of these:

ü Photos of animals
ü Picture symbols of animals
ü Written word
ü Alphabet for spelling
ü Pen for writing!

üWrite your sentence starter on chart paper with one line per student.

ü Students take turns choosing an ending to the sentence and either writing 
their choice or having help with the adult writing the word.

ü Student’s name is written beside their sentence.

ü Class reads the chart together.

ü Cut out each sentence strip per student.

ü Take a picture of the student with their strip to make a class book!

ü Student cuts the strip between each word to create individual word cards, 
with help as needed by pointing out where the adult helper should cut.

ü Students work on rearranging the words to recreate their sentence.

ü ”Publish” the book by printing each person’s picture with their sentence 
strip, making a copy for each student, staple together and send home.

ü “Publish” the book using a story making app, such as Story Creator to 
make a multi-media book.



In My Home:  Animal Habitats
Supported Writing Worksheet

Just like me, animals live in many different types of  homes!  We’ve been reading about all 
the different places, or habitats, many animals live.  These are the animals I like!

Directions:  Complete the sentence by filling in the blanks with animals YOU like!

I like _______________________.

I like _______________________.

I like _______________________.

I like _______________________,

and I really like ______________.

Word Wall:

owl penguin horse
monkey dog polar bear
bird fish camel



Animal Choices: Photos
Directions: Use these images to fill in the blank for a group shared writing activity, as a 
communication support as you talk about the book and activities, or to cue spelling for a 
supported writing activity



Animal Choices: Picture Symbols
Directions: Use these images to fill in the blank for a group shared writing activity, as a 
communication support as you talk about the book and activities, or to cue spelling for a 
supported writing activity


